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"No taxation without representation" is the phrase which gave rise to den:ocracy 
in the United States of America. This report ~....ks to assert de:tncratic 
control over the finances of a steadily uniting Europe. The EFI: Treaty gave 
the Emopean Parlianent a supervisory role. In the Treaty of 1975, it was 
given sole final paver for the grant of discharge to the camrl.ssion in respect 
of the expenditure for each financial year. Both the power inherent in its 
supervisory role and, specifically, Article 85 of the Financial Pegulation, 
give the Parlianent the ~ to add ccmnents to its discharge decision, which 
are binding on the other institutions. 
This year marks another milestone in the use of these ~Sa For the first 
tirce, Parlianent is invited to adopt specific tenninology. This will make 
clear to each of the other institutions precisely what they are required to 
do. Thus, there will be less scope for misunderstanding. When the Parlianent 
receives reports fran the other institutions about the implarentation of the 
neasures required in the discharge resolution, it will expect to find full 
.inplemmtation. 
Another new departure in the exercise of these par.-;ers is the requirem:mt that 
the Council of Ministers should suJ:mi.t a report to Parliament on its 
ilrplementation of the resolution. This reflects the fact that Parlianent has 
unique powers in respect to the discharge, since its caments are binding on 
the Council as well as the camrl.ssion. As the resolution shows, many of the 
Catm.mity's problems in vital areas, such as industrial innovation or food aid, 
stem fran the Council rather than the camrl.ssion. 
Refusal of discharge for the 1982 financial year 
This year 1 s discharge debate takes place against the background of a refusal of 
discharge for the previous financial year. That refusal marked Parlianent 1 s 
disapproval over certain aspects of the Camrl.ssion 1 s management of the budget. 
Since the refusal of discharge precludes the exercise of the power to add 
caments laid down in the Financial Regulation, this year 1 s discharge 
resolution seeks to address these issues. Set against that background, it is 
particularly inportant that the defects identified are now re.madi.ed. 
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Six reasons were given for the refusal of discharge and a seventh issue was 
raised in a separate paragraph. '1\vo of the reasons relate to the past, leaving 
five issues to be addressed noN: 
(i) the camdssion' s failure to inplement Parlianmt' s arrendrrents to tha 
budget satisfactorily; 
(ii) the fomation of excessively large agricultural stocks; 
(iii) failures in food aid policy; 
(iv) inadequacies of the Ccmnission' s managemmt, nonitoring, appraisal, 
assessment and financial infoxma.tion systems, undennining the 
inplanantation of policies; and 
(v) the Ccmnission' s refusal to make docl.ments available to Parlianent. 
All of these issues are dealt with in the cxmnents forming part of this year's 
discharge decision. In particular, the resolution examines closely the 
mechanisms by which the budget is :irrplem:mted and the inst.runents available 
both to the carm.ission and to the budgetary authority. In that way, it rot 
only seeks to rem:!dy past failures but to lay foundations for better managerent 
in the future. 
TOO main 'l:helres of this report 
The purpose of the report is to identify problems and to put fo:r:wa:rd solutions. 
So the approach is constructive rather than nerely critical. 
The &ll:opean Parlianent adq>ts its policy on individual subjects by resolutions 
fran the appl:opriate catmi.ttees. This report ooncentrates on the financial 
mechanisms by which those policies are ~rated. It also assesses whether the 
&ll:opean taxpayer is getting value for noney. 
At atteltpt has been made to analyse and urnerstand the causes of sana 
long-outstanding problems. That analysis has led to a series of innovative 
proposals to improve the ways in which policy is implemented through the 
budget. 
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f These are sate of the main ideas: 
to distinguish clearly the ecorani.c, social and enviromrental objectives 
of agricultural policy in future Carmission proposals, 
to change the accounting system for intervention stocks, so as to 
achieve disposal at the nost favourable t:i.me and reduce storage charges, 
to expand the role of the Regional Policy Directorate-General to ensure 
systa:natic appraisal of the regional :i.npact of all proposals before they 
are adopted, 
to produce an official nanual for the Social Fund, so as to inprove the 
quality of applications and their assessnvant by the Ccmnission, 
to stress the inp>rtance of Coommity research and teclmological 
co-operation and to speed up decision-taking in this vital sector, 
to expand Camuni.ty food aid, with the same resources, by a nore 
realistic internal pricing policy, 
to devise rrethods of assessing staff workloads and create mre 
flexibility in Commission administration, 
to make use of Carrmuni.ty studies and pilot projects to influence policy 
at Member State level, and 
to give small and rredium-sized enterprises, particularly in the tourist 
industry, a better chance of getting Carmunity loans. 
Ways of inproving the control of expenditure are also proposed, such as the 
following: 
expanding the three-year financial forecast into a mre rreaningful 
docunent, 
inproving the utilisation of the budget through new rrechanisms of 
mni toring and control, 
preparing the annual budget on the basis of mre up-to-date infonnation, 
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examining the varying degrees of stringency in the assessment and 
collection of camunity revenue by the MeJ:tber States, so as to achieve a 
fairer system, 
introducing a 'C'Btl system to end the five-year delays in clearing 
agricultural accounts, which represent nore than half the budget, 
strengthening the oontrol of agricultural spending, particularly by 
enforcem:mt of the annuality principle, 
ensuring that the annual balance sheet is inproved, so as to give a 
clearer picture of future liabilities, 
establishing clearer priorities in the armual report of the Court of 
Auditors. 
The role of the Council has been highlighted by: 
criticising its legislative delays, which prevent the inplerentation of 
:iJtix>rtant Camunity policies, and calling for the Council to re-examine 
its procedures in certain of these fields, 
calling upon it to adopt legislation, put before it as long ago as 1979, 
to provide for the regular, systematic and obligatory transmission to 
the Camli.ssion of infomation on frauds and irregularities ooncerning 
a-m resources, 
warning the Council that if it oontinues its breaches of the 1982 Joint 
Declaration relating to food aid and to research and technology, the 
Parliammt will take action, and 
requesting a report fran the Council on inplemantation of Parlianent' s 
discharge cannents. ·"' 
'lbe Decision 
The Decision is split into two parts. The first, entitled "the Decision", 
grants the discharge and fixes the figures. The seoond, "the Resolution", sets 
out the ccmnents of the discharge authority. 
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' This year, the rrai.n figures fran the balance sheet have been inoorporated into 
the Decision for the first time. This reflects the :i.np:>rtance which Parlianent 
attaches to the balance sheet. The financial position of the Carmunity nust be 
e:xam:i.ned on the basis of the transactions conducted during the year and also 
the picture at the end of the year. One without the other gives an incatplete 
picture, which is liable to be misleading. 
Hitherto, Parlianent has never changed the figures included by the Ccmn:i.ssion 
in the revenue and expenditure account. However·, the Court of Audi. tors has 
frequently drawn attention to changes which they considered ought to be made. 
sate of these changes are nerely of an accounting nature. others raise 
questions of irregular expenditure, which 'WOUld necessitate the creation of new 
procedures of subsequent autlx>rization or recovery. 
It was perceived, at the time when the resolution closing the accounts for 1982 
was passed, that these problems required a great deal of detailed thought. It 
\\UU.W. not be satisfactory to raoove figures fran one year's acoounts withoot 
establishing a clear procedure as to how and when they 'WOUld be re-entered in 
the accounts of a subsequent year. 'Ihi.s resolution states clearly the 
Parlianent's intention to oonsider the issues involved in order to inprove the 
discharge procedure for future years. 
Documents 
In nost cases, it is possible for Parlianent, acting as discharge authority, to 
take its decisions on the basis of the info:nnation provided by the Ccmnission 
or the Court of Auditors. It also takes into account the Council's 
:recx:mrenda.tions, althoogh they are usually rather weak in their content. '!here 
are occasions, ~' when it is necessary for Parlianent to look at the 
source docurlents. 
At the end of 1976, Mr. Heinrich AIGNER, then Chainnan of the Control 
Sub-camd.ttee, tabled a notion of censure on the Ccmnission as a result of 
their failure to make available docunents relating to the so-called Malt 
scandal. The motion was witlxirawn after the Coomi.ssion expressed their 
willingness to make certain relevant docurlents available in that case and to 
adopt a nore open attitude in future, where Parlianent needed docl.lnents for the 
purpose of its budgetary oontrol "WOrk. However, it was also understcxxl that 
Parliarrent 'WOUld take steps to change its own rules, so that there "WOUld be 
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rore assurance that confidentiality could be presezved. \'«)rk started on the 
preparation of such a rule change but it was not ocmpleted before the elections 
of 1979. 
The directly elected Parlianent included the new rule 8, during its major 
overhaul of its rules in 1980. This rule provides for a code of conduct to be 
adopted by in"plementing neasures. The first of these neasures was subsequently 
adopted, relating to the disclosure of financial interests, and now foxms part 
of Parlianent' s rules. The· tima is ripe to add a further in"plementing neasure 
deal ;ng with the question of confidentiality. 
It is essential that the European Parlianent should have the power 1 where 
necessary, to call for the docunents upon which a decision having financial 
inplications was based. The power of discharge which requires an 
investigation, would be i.ncalplete without the possibility of examining the 
very docunents which were before the person who took the decision under 
investigation. That power nust now be asserted in unarci::>iguous teJ:Ins. 
This leaves the problem of preserving confidentiality. Pending a rule change 1 
the resolution offers the possibility that the Ccmni.ssion may withhold 
docuirents on the ground of confidentiality in truly exceptional cases by a 
~ of the Ccmnission appearing in person to explain the reasons at a 
meeting of the Ccmni.ttee on Budgetary Control. 
Balance sheet 
Notes to the balance sheet have been added in the resolution, drawing attention 
to future liabilities. Such itens should be shown by· the Ccmni.ssian as a note 
to future balance sheets. 
The defellll?...nt of agricultural guarantee expenditure of 825 MEnJ fran Dec:atber 
1983 to January 1984 clearly gave rise to a liability at the end of the year. 
Outstanding ccmni:tnents, of which over 7 1 800 MEnJ were oot covered by paynent 
appropriations carried over 1 fonn another heading which is clear 1 although the 
years when paynent will fall due should be shown in future. 
The obligations relating to the nd:>ilisation of food aid arise because the aid 
has already been included in an approved programre and is sin"ply awaiting 
delivery. The anount of this obligation has been estimated by the Court of 
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' .Auditors in its annual report as 500 MEOJ. 
Finally, there is the contingent liability relating to agricultural stocks. At 
the end of 1983 the value of intervention stocks was shown as 7,036 MEOJ. The 
Court of Auditors estimated, on the basis of past experience, that such stocks 
would give rise to costs of storage and losses on sale of 2 1 800 MEOJ. 
The inst:.runents of managenent and control 
'lhis report devotes considerable attention to the the1te of 1:lcM to inprove the 
inst:.runents by which the Ccmnission manages the inplerentation of the budget. 
If the Ccmnission is to manage efficiently and if the budgetary and discharge 
authorities are to be able to carry out their functions, then they rust each 
have the tools to do the job. 
The starting point is fotward planning. The present three-year financial 
forecasts fulfil the minimum requirem:mts of their title. Parlianent called for 
a nore meaningful docurrent as long ago as 1977. The problem of raising the VM' 
ceiling might have been reduced by better and earlier infonnation. 
The second stage is m:mitoring expenditure during the year in question. 
Quarterly reports are presented by the Camri.ssion. They contain sate nuggets 
for those resourceful enough to mine them. HcMever 1 they lack a forecast of 
1:lcM the figures will look at the em of the year. This is needed because 
certain types of payments tend to be made early in the year 1 whereas other 
types tend to occur nuch later. The procedure now proposed \«>Uld call upon the 
camlission to sul:mit a written report on utilisation by 30 September of each 
year highlighting prd>lems. 
Action can be taken once the forecasts are available. The Ccmnission is called 
upon to sul:mit arrt necessary applications for transfer and the Council is 
called upon to explain any failure on their part which is holding up the 
iirplerrentation of the budget. The receipt of this report fran the Council will 
provide the last opportunity for transfers to avoid the loss of appropriations 
which might othei.Wise fail to be used to strengthen the Camunity in inportant 
areas. 
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Reports su1:rni tted after the end of a year can saret.ines influence the events 
concemed. The Ccmnission is being required to include tables in volune 1 of 
the revenue and expenditure account and balance sheet, showing the utilisation 
of appropriations added by the E.Uropean Parliament by anw:mdlrents. They will be 
similar to the utilisation tables armexed to this explanatory statem:mt. All 
too often the additional sums, to which Parliament attaches great importance, 
1:emain unspent in the year for which they \'lt'ere provided. The need to make such 
calculations soon after the closing of the year will be an incentive to the 
carmission to make sure that Parliament 1 s wishes have been respected. 
Monitoring is also a source of infonnation for the following year 1 s budgetary 
decisions. These are concentrated in the nonths of Noveni:>er and December but 
are largely based on a preliminary draft budget prepared before the current 
yer:rr 1 s figtues have developed in any J.reani.ngful way. The procedure proposed in 
this re}X)rt vvould provide, by the end of September, a picture of the current 
year's spending. The Camti..ssion should then advise both arms of the budgetary 
authority where there is a risk that they may provide either too little in 
payrrents to meet the Camuni.ty 1 s carm:i.t:Irents or excessive appropriations which 
cannot be used if the carmission exercises proper financial managarent. 
Thereafter Council and Parliament can bl.ane no one but themselves if they are 
unrealistic in their expectations. 
Most of the problems which have been identified and which this report seeks to 
renEdy could apply either to overspending or to under-utilisation. Ho.Never, 
with the single exception of agricultural appropriations, the prchlans lie in 
the direction of under-utilisation. This rreans that the Camv.mity's progress 
is held back but the Me!'rber States are required to hand over the funds as if 
utilisation was taking place. Thus, at the end of 1983, 1, 714 MEOJ were 
carried over to the following year, after the cancellation of a further 562 
MEOJ. 
Part of this problem lies in the inflexibility of non-dissociated 
appropriations. Paynents often take place several nonths after a contract is 
rr.ade and the appropriation carm:i.tted. The Financial Regulation pennits the 
respective paynents to be carried over to the following year. It is pointless 
to call up such resources when it is known that they will not be used in the 
first year. Greater use of dissociated credits 'WOUld substantially reduce the 
problem. 
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'Dle collection of the camuni.ty's revenue is left in the hands of the 
autmrities in the Mel1'ber States. '1llere is evidence that sate of them are 
failing to meet their d:>ligatioos and that all, collectively as the Council of 
Ministers, are preventing proper supervision by the Camdssion. 
Table 1 shows the breakdown by ~ State of VM paynv:mts and cx::npares these 
figures with other data. Colman II of the table shows calculations made by the 
Ccmruni ty' s Statistical Office showing their estimate of the VAT share which 
might be expected fran each ferber State based on the relevant national 
statistics. They have built up a notional VAT base on published statistics of 
CX>IlSUllption in the sectors liable to VM. Naturally precise figures are oot 
available to make all the adjustments necessary, to allow for detailed VAT 
derogation and other such carplications, so the figures are approximate. 
TABLE 1 : BREAKD<:liN BY MFJ.1BER STATE CF VAT PAYMENI'S (I) AND VARIOOS AGGRmATES 
FRCM THE NATICNAL ACCaJNTS (II, III AND IV) • 
I II III IV 
VKr Payxrents Estimate fran GOP (PPP) Total Final 
national accounts consunption (PPP) 
% % % % 
B 3.5 3.4 3.9 4.0 
DK 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.2 
D 28.5 26.9 25.6 24.0 
GR 1.6 . 2.0 2.2 . 
F 23.3 22.5 22.2 22.5 
IRL 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 
I 13.1 16.5 18.4 18.9 
L 0.3 . 0.2 0.1 . 
NL 5.3 5.2 5.4 5.2 
UK 21.5 20.1 19.4 20.0 
EUR 100 100 100 100 
Note: 1982 was selected as the last ear for which the data v y eqw. red for 
calculation II are available. In that year Greece paid a ~ based 
financial contribution. 
Sources and I. Revised definitive base at 30th June 1984 
definition (XIX/162/84) converted at average 1982 exchange rate. 
II. .M hoc calculations by the SOEC based on national accounts. 
III & IV. National accounts ESA - Aggregates 1960-82 
(Fmostat) • Conversions of gross dCI'Cestic product and total 
final consumption at purchasing power parities calculated by the 
SOEC. 
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In order to have a further basis of C'a'!parison, columns III and IV give the 
figures published by each Ma1i:ler State of its production (GOP) and consunption, 
both at purchasing power parities. These are crude xreasures of wealth, which 
one would expect to see reflected in the respective levels of VAT paynents. 
Table 2 sllatls the estilnated figures of column II in table 1 as a percentage of 
the actual VAT paYJrents received fran the Marber States in recent years. 
TABLE 2: ESTIMATED VAT BASE BY CCMPARISa;J WITH THE VNr BASE NOI'IFIED BY THE 
MEMBER STATES 
Note: 
1980 1981 1982 
Belgitnn 113.3 109.6 110.9 
Denmark 115.4 118.6 120.7 
Gennany 106.6 105.8 103.9 
France 112.3 113.2 110.9 
Ireland 109.7 101.3 96.3 
Italy 133.6 140.5 145.4 
Netherlands 110.0 110.1 113.7 
united Kingdan 114.3 125.7 107.6 
This calculation was nade by the Statistical Office of the European 
Ccmrunities, based on the figures published by the JleJlber states for 
total final consunption (adjusted to renove oon taxable items) , 
int.enoodiate consunption and fixed capital fonnation. 
What is striking about these tables is that certain Melrber States pay a 
significantly higher proportion of the Camu.mity's VNr revenue than one would 
expect fran any of the statistical measures, whereas other .Meti:>er States pay 
far less. 
The answer to the discrepancy is to be found in the so-called "black econany". 
In sare Member States the Governrcent is oore efficient in tax assessmant and 
collection than in others. However, since the CCmmmity' s VAT system is based 
on what the Member States actually collect, their efficiency or lack of it 
distorts the result. It seems grossly unfair that those least efficient should 
benefit fran lower paynents to the Carm.mity, whereas their m:::>re efficient 
neighbours shoulder the burden for them. 
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• The VAT aspect of the camunity • s own resources system is based on a myth. 
Consider what taxation means and oatpaZe camunity VAT. The first essential is 
that the taxpayer sb:luld know the annmt which he is paying. Manifestly, 
taxpayers are totally unaware of what they pay to the camunity. It is oot 
separately identified at the point of sale. SecoJXlly, the rate of tax mst be 
fixed, so as to detei:mi.ne the annmt to be levied fran the taxpayer. However, 
the very snail anDUnt payable to the Camuni.ty has oo inpact on the rates of 
VAT and the Catm.mity has oo power to decide the rates applied by Melber 
States. 
The truth is that we :r:eplaced one system of national oontributions with 
another. Instead of an arbitrary percentage, we have national oontributions 
based on the aroount of VAT oollected in the respective Memer States. It is 
paid by national treasuries and not by taxpayers. Its only nerit, as catpared 
with the fo:nrer system, is that it is providing a system of autanatic 
adjustment to take account of the relevant changes of wealth between one Member 
State and another. 
It is t..ine to oonsider how the fuOOanental defects of our VAT system might be 
rem:rlied. It is not enough to call upon the Ccmni.ssion to inprove their 
supervision. The Me!rber States will not let them interfere and the Council has 
failed to act on proposals placed before it in 1979, 1982 and 1983. As a result, 
there is not even provision for the regular, systematic and obligatory 
transmission to the Ccmni.ssion of infonnation on frauds and irregularities 
concerning own resources. If the camri.ssion had wider powers in this area it 
would help, but it would not deal with the fundanental problem. It is that the 
system is based on rates of oollection and that there is a gross - and perhaps 
qYawing - disparity between the effectiveness of oollection in different Member 
.:~;-,1te~:::. The Carm.i.ssion needs to address this central problem if the own resources 
system is to be inproved. 
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Table 3 shows the proportion of custans duties paid to the Camuni.ty budget by 
each Marber State and oc:rcpares this with their proportion of total :iJtix>rts fran 
outside the Ccmruni.ty. The discrepancies between the two columns of figures 
bear a striking resenblanoe to those in tables 1 and 2. 'lbose Marber States 
wiD paid a higher proportion of the camuni.ty's revenue fran VAT than their 
respective levels of \Eal.th also seem to pay a higher proportion of the custans 
duties than their share of total :iJtix>rts. This gives rise to an inplication 
that there is substantial undercollection of the Camuni.ty' s custans duties in 
the sane M?ntler States as awear to underoollect VAT. This theory needs 
investigation since, if it is correct, it accentuates even further the 
unfairness of the b.lrdens placed upon scma M:!llber States as CCitpU'ed with 
others. 
TABLE 3 ~ BY MEMBER STATE CF CUS'l'CMS DtJl'IES PAID TO 'mE C<MvtUNITY 
BUI:XiFl' (I) AND IMI?ORl'S FRCM Cl1l'SIDE THE CCM4JNI'J.'Y (II) 
1983 % 
(I) (II) 
CUSTCMS IXJTIES lMPORl'S FRCM aJTSIDE 
'mE CGMJNITY 
BelgiUil\/Ioxenbourg 6.2 6.8 
Denmark 2.3 2.9 
Gennany 28.9 25.9 
Greece 1.5 1.7 
France 15.0 16.8 
Ireland 1.4 0.9 
Italy 9.4 15.7 
Luxenbourg 0.1 . . 
Netherlands 9.1 9.8 
United Kingdan 26.2 19.7 
EUR 10 100 100 
Note: Luxenbourg is shown separately in column I but together with Belgium in 
column II. 
Sources and Definition 
I. Custans duties under the Ccmron Custans Tariff paid to the Camlun:i. ty 
budget in 1983. Revenue and Expenditure Account and Balance Sheet 1983 
(Volure I) • 
II. Extra-EOC Trade; Inports -Monthly external trade bulletin - Special 
number 1958-83 (Eurostat). 
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' '!be figures for :inp)rts fran outside the Carmuni.ty are not adjusted in table 3 
to reflect the balance be~ goods subject to custans duties and those which 
are not. Such an investigation soould be undertaken. '!he Court of Auditors is 
being requested to prepare a special report on this subject and to investigate 
the possible loss of revenue due to faulty procedures, inefficient custans 
sei.Vices or variations in nethcxls of valuation either between Matber States or 
between collecting points in the sane M3lber State. 
As a footnote to this discussion, it should be noted that the oanparisons made 
in tables 1, 2 and 3 are with data collected by the Member States themselves. 
Just as there appear to be differences in their capacity to collect VAT and 
custans revenue, there may be similar differences in the efficiency of 
collecting data. If the data under-records levels of wealth or quantities of 
imports, then the discrepancies between the Menber States may be far higher 
even than those which may be :i.Irplied fran the tables. In other "WOrds, the 
tmfairness which has been disclosed may be only the tip of an iceberg. 
Camon l!fricultural Policy 
The central problem of the Canron .Agricultural Policy is that it lacks 
coherence as a Carmuni.ty policy. Individual Member States have made use of the 
practice of unanimity in the Council to insist upon various national 
advantages. They have usually gained them at the expense of conceding similar 
national demands by other Mercber States. After years of such conduct, the 
result is that the Ccmron Agricultural Policy reserrbles a Christmas tree. Upon 
each of its branches there are presents for different Mercber States. 
~le, there have been different trends in supply and consunption of the 
products oovered by the Cormon Agricultural Policy. It is only recently that 
these radical changes have begun to have an i.npact on the way in which the 
policy is :i.Irplarented. It is hardly surprising, in these circumstances, that 
there are widespread criticisms, in all M:mber States, that the CAP is not 
effective as a Camuni ty policy, serving the interests of fa.nters, consumers or 
taxpayers. 
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It is not the function of a report fran the Budgetary Control Ccmn:ittee to make 
a ca:nplete re-appraisal of the agricultural policy. However, in assessing the 
Ccmmmi.ty's expenditure during 1983, it is essential to look at the largest 
single canponent within it. 
It seems doubtful whether any of those imtedi.ately involved in the management 
of the CAP will make proposals capable of restoring coherence. <ne 
possibility might be to appoint "three wise Jren" of stature and inde:I;endence. 
•rneir task 'iAUU.ld be to conduct an urgent re-examination of the Camon 
Agricultural Policy and recamend 00w it might regain coherence and neet the 
present day needs of the Camunity. Those appointed would need to be capable 
of putting the Carmunity's interests first, rather than those of a particular 
kind of producer or of a single Menher State. They would need to work quickly. 
I.t tT1ey could produce a fresh and coherent approach, their report oould be of 
P..!l'.i11rons value as a signpost for the future. 
In the rreantime, however, the Cc:rmlission has established working groups to 
e:xr:unine policy in each agricultural sect..or. The Parlia100I1t expects their 
reJ;Orts to be available quickly. It will then examine the recarroondations made. 
The Ccmnon Agricultural Policy has econani.c and social cbjectives. They tend 
to be confused. For exanple, prices are often set at levels needed to sustain 
small p:roducers in marginal arP..as. Doing this, the policy fulfils a social 
objective by ensuring the continued viability of areas which might othei:wise 
suffer fran depopulation. However, the bulk of the m:>ney thus provided actually 
goes t:o the rcore prosperous areas, where there is little econanic justification 
for :~;.. If the econanic and social objectives of agricultural policy were 
distinguished, it would be possilile to meet each of these needs nore 
effectiw~ly and probably at less cost to the Camuni.ty budget. In this report, 
the C'..amri.ssion is asked to distinguish clearly and explicitly between such 
cbjectives in future proposals and other documents. 
Dis~.:~ussion is current about how agricultural spending might be confinOO within 
set li.rnits. ~st of it ignores sare of the reasons why the budget is 
ineffective as an instrument of control over agricultural spending. For 
.instance, when the 1983 budget proved insufficient, expenditure of scree 825 
MECU was SL"'''lply deferred until January 1984. This was a breach of the 
principle of armuality. SUch a principle may seem to be one for the budgetary 
pl1ilosophers. 
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H<.MeVer, its real meaning is that spending has to :mnain within a set limi. t. 
Pushing it fotward into the following year is a way of evading the discipline 
of the budget. Bringing sare of the following year's expenditure into account 
in the previous year, when the budget ceiling has not been reached, has a 
similar effect. It creates scope for greater spending in the following year. 
So the principle of annua.lity is actually central to the control of any kirrl of 
expendi tu:re. 
A notorious way in which agricultural expenditure can be adjusted is by the 
levels at which export refund paynents are set. If they are high in relation 
to world market prices, then large quantities are sold fran intervention 
stocks. If, on the other hand, the level is set too low, then few such sales 
take place. If expenditure is close to the budgetary ceiling, the easiest way 
out of the situation may be to delay sales. However, this is really another 
breach of annuality, because the sales should be made when it is in the best 
interest of the cammrity to do so. Furthenrore delay causes extra costs. 
It is essential that the Ccmnission recognises its obligation to dispose of 
intervention stocks at the m:>st favourable tiire arrl thus minimise cost to the 
budget. If agricultural expenditure is running beyond the limits set, they 
nust explain the whole situation to Parlianent arrl Council, when seeking 
approval for neasures to limit spending, or to the same two anns of the 
budgetary authority, when seeking approval for transfers or a ~lenentary 
budget. 
Another major way in which the annuality principle is breached is by the lack 
of consistent principles to deal with the loss in value of intervention stocks. 
Much of this loss of value is ilmediate, at the tiloo when the produce is taken 
into an intervention store. It srould be fully reflected in that year's 
agricultural budget. The m:>st lll'portant aspect is that there should be 
oonsistency, as othe.tWise a breach of annuality is inevitable. 
The agricultural policy is inplerented by regulations. Thus it depends for its 
effectiveness upon the c:cnm:m application of Camami.ty law. Sadly, M2lri::ler 
States arrl their various organisations responsible for admini.sterirv; 
agricultural neasures often fail to catply. 
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The canni.ssion cleared the F..AGGF accounts for the years 1976-1977 during the 
1983 financial year. In that clearance they did not take FOOMA, the French 
agency responsible for collection of the milk co-responsibility levy, to task 
for their failure to collect the levy fran producers during 1977. The puxpose 
of the levy was to deter production of a product already in structural surplus. 
The failure to collect it fran producers neant that this effect did not apply 
to the French dairy industry and the cost was borne by the camunity budget. 
There are many other instances where different Mercber States have ccmnitted 
flagrant breaches of Carmunity law. If they suffer no penalty, then others are 
encouraged to follow suit. It is essential that the Caml:i.ssion fulfils its 
responsibility as guardian of the Treaties to ensure that camunity law is 
upheld and that appropriate action, both financial and legal, is taken against 
those ~ States wtx> fail to carply. 
F..m' clearance problems 
Although agricultural policy is determined mainly at Camu.mity level, its 
actual operation is in the hands of national officials. It is they who are 
responsible for market withdrawals, intervention stocks and the many thousands 
of day to day transactions. They operate on the basis of advances paid nonthly 
by the Omn:ission, who have to rely upon the claims made by Matber States in 
making such payrrents. It is only \thlen the accounts are subsequently cleared by 
the Ccrrmi.ssion that final figures becc:Jte available. 
The relevant regulation requires the Member States to sul:mi.t their final 
accounts to the Crnmission by 31st March, i.e. within 3 nonths. The Camrl.ssian 
is then required to ocnplete the \tt'Ork of clearance by 31st Decanber of the sane 
year, i.e. within 12 nonths. If this timetable were applied in practice, it 
\\Ould zrean that adjusbrents carried out at the time of clearance \tt'OUld be made 
in the following year's accounts. Since the figures concerned represent well 
aver half the entire Camunity budget, it is essential that this t.im:!table is 
achieved. 
The history of recent years is a sad one. In the financial year 1983, the 
accounts for tw:> years were cleared. They were for 1976 and 1977. Although 
t.t..e acCOWlts for 1978 and 1979 were cleared in 1984, those for the period 
1980-1983 are now overdue for clearance. These delays have been endemic for 
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the last 15 years and nore. Table 4 sln-ls the dates of clearance decisions 
fran 1967 onwards and catpares them with the due dates. 
TABLE 4 DELAYS IN CLEARANCE OF EAGGF GOARANTEE S~CTlON ACCOUNTS 
I I 
I YEAR CLEARANCE DUE BY CLEARANCE DECISION MADE ON I 
I 1 I I 1967/68 I 10.781 I 
I 1968/68 I 10.781 I 
I Second half I 10.78 I 
I of 1969 I 
10.781 
I 
I 1970 I I 
I 1971 31.12.72 I 2.12.75 I 
I I (amended 28.7.78 and I 
I I 30.10.79) I 
I 1972 31.12.73 I 2.12.75 I 
I I <amended 28.7.78 and I 
I I 30.10.79) I 
I 1973 31.12.74 I 12.10.79 I 
I 1974 31.12.75 I 16.11.81 I 
I 1975 31.12.76 I 16.11.81 I 
I I <amended 7.11.83) I 
I 1976 31.12. 77 I 14.1.83 I 
I 1977 31.12.78 I 14.1.83 I 
I 1978 31.12.79 I 8.2.84 I 
I 1979 31.12.80 I 8.2.84 I 
Radical solutions I11.1St be found in order to bring the position up to date. 
Parlianent cannot oontinue to grant annual discharges when the majority of the 
expenditure is oot cleared until years afte:r:wards. This year's discharge 
decision lays down a procedure which will enable the Ccmnission to carry out 
nore of the work simlltaneously with the q:Jerations of the year in question. 
Pressure nust then be applied on the z..erber States, f£M of whan ever sul:Jni t 
accounts on time, to do so in future. A system of incentives and penalties 
IIDSt be used for this purpose. rfuen the Ccmnission nust carry out their 
remaining work for the clearance decision to be prepared and taken on tine. 
When clearance decisions are not taken until years afte:r:wards, mistakes have a 
ctm1Ulative effect. If an error of principle has occured, by the time that the 
acc0\U1ts are cleared, it may have caused very big losses. 
1 Following ad hoc financial regulation adopted by Council on 6.6.1978 
because of very long delays in closing these accounts. 
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'!ben it bec.c:loos particularly difficult for the Carmi.ssion to reclaim the 
expenditure fran the Menber States ooncerned. Often the Ccrrmi.ssion resorts to 
reserving certain questions when deciding an clearance. 'Ibis nerel y makes the 
decision still rore difficult and its financial effects even greater. So, not 
only nust the decision be taken within the stipulated period, but it nuat also 
be without reservation. 
'Ibis matter is of such fundamental jnplrtance to discharge and to the proper 
managarent of the majority of Camlunity ftmds that reports will be required 
fran the Camli.ssian. If it fails to clear the accounts without reservations by 
the due date, then it nust report to the European Parlianent explaining the 
circumstances causing the delay, the treasures taken to end it and the further 
tine which the Carmi.ssian estimates as necessary to catplete the clearance 
without reservation. In order to ronitor the situation thereafter, reports 
nust be made to Parliament each ronth until clearance without resro:vation has 
taken place. Not only will such a reporting system bring pressure to bear on 
the Carmission but it will highlight the failures of ~ States. The 
Ccmnission will be expected to nane any Member State whose failure to supply 
infoiltlation has caused the delay. 
Common fisheries policy 
The Court of Auditors brought to light that, during the financial years 
1981-1983, Netherlands was paid refunds on quantities of frozen mackerel which 
very greatly exceeded the catch limits allocated to it. In 1981, the quantity 
was exceeded by about 450%, in 1982 by about 290% and in 1983 by about 260%. 
Since none of t.ll.e accounts for these years have yet been cleared, the financial 
consequences have not been determined. In future, the Ccrrmi.ssion should not 
pay advances to ~r States in respect of market intervention or refunds for 
quantities in excess of the total allowable catch of that species of fish for 
that ~r State. 
Regional policy 
The European Parlianent has played a major part in praroting the European 
Regional Developrent l'Und and, through the use of its budgetary pcMers, in 
expanding the Fund's resources. H<:Mever, even after the latest revision of 
:.:-..:uld Regulation, the MenDer States have not slackened their grip on the rroney. 
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Although there is a gradual nove towards the assertion of Camumity objectives 
and criteria in the allocation of the Furd, M::!Tber States still restrict their 
subnission of projects al.toost exclusively to those where they can obtain 
partial rein'bursem:mt of their own public expenditure. The aim of the Furd to 
redistribute resources to E.\l:rope' s poorer regions is thus prejudiced. 
In 1983 the Regional Fund represented 5.2% of the total Ccmnuni.ty budget. By 
cmparison, the FAGGF guarantee expenditure was 64.9%. The sheer size of the 
latter and the fact that it is additional to national spending has a far 
greater regional inpact than the nuch smaller ERDF resources. Studies show 
that the agricultural noney tends to go to the nore prosperous regions and 
therefore the overall effect of the Camuni.ty budget is to redistribute 
perversely fran the less to the nore prosperous regions. 
The Camli.ssion is ncM called upon to appraise systematical! y the likely 
regional :ilrpact of legislative or other proposals before it adopts them and 
thereafter to nonitor adequately the regional :ilrpact of the Ccmmmi.ty budget as 
a whole. While a flow of infollllation will not, by itself, change the 
situation, it will provide a better basis for future policy making. It will 
also highlight the need to match words about convergence of the econanies of 
the MenDer States by action. 
Social fund 
fust of the cx:mrents relating to the Regional Fund apply equally to the Social 
Fund. Together with associated neasures in the social sector, it accounted for 
4.2% of Camu.mity expenditure during 1983. There was a little nore scope for 
organisations to receive noney which did not sinply replace public expenditure 
in the Member States concerned. However, such projects represented only a few 
chinks of light around an othe:rwi.se closed door. The Member States maintained 
a fairly tight grip on nost of the noney. 
A major problem arose in 1983 because the budget split the appropriations for 
the different elements of the Social Fund in a way which was contrary to the 
regulations then in force. The Camli.ssion made enquiries as to whether the 
Council might agree to a special regulation to accord with the budget but found 
that it would be blocked by certain Ment>er States. So eventually they si.nply 
overruled their financial controller, who was obliged to point out the 
irregularity, and paid according to the budget. As a result of the 
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camti..ssion• s delay in making up its m:i.OO upon the course of action to adopt, 
utilisation of the Fund during 1983 was prejudiced. 
There are oontinuing problems associated with utilisation of funds in this 
sector. '1he M::!lber States tem to hold applications until close to the 
deadline and thus delay the work of appraising them. Furthemore, the 
procedure in the camti..ssion might be inproved if the processing of applications 
was carried out in a oore standardised marmer. In order to inprove the content 
of future applications and to deal with these problans, the camti..ssion are 
recatmanded to produce an official manual for the Social FUnd. 
InvestiBS in the future of Fmope 
The Albert-Ball report, ocmnissioned by the EUropean Parlianent, highlighted 
the way in which the Camunity is sliR?ing behind the United States and Japan 
in the teclmological cx:llpetition which will detennine rur econanic future. If 
we are to avoid further decline, let alone catch up with our c::arpetitors, it is 
essential that we IXX>l rur resources as a cx:mrunity. This is true of the 
massive financial resources needed to sustain large-scale research. It is also 
true of the human resources - the rcen and wate1 of ideas. 
The FSPRIT-progranne, in the infonnation teclmology field, which brings 
together universities and oc:mrercial enterprises across Europe in 
oollaboration, leads the way. Other similar progrannes for telecarm..mications 
and biotechnology are following. These industries will be as fundatrental to 
the econany of the next century as coal and steel were during the last two 
centuries. 
The sharp rises in the price of oil in the mid and late 1970 • s underlined the 
inportance of energy. '1he Camuni.ty's own Joint Pesearch Centre is carrying 
out inportant work in this field. The Ccmrunity is also 80% responsible for 
the JE1' (Joint European Torus) project, which should bring us cheaper and 
safer energy fran nuclear fusion, instead of fission, by about 2010. A project 
such as this would be beyond the resources of any single Member State to 
sustain over such a long period. It is only through Camnmi ty action that 
Europe can match its cx:Jq?etitors. 
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' The problems in this field lie alm:>st entirely with the decision-taking 
procedure. The Member States insist upon full participation in the technical, 
budgetary and political aspects through advisory ccmn.ittees, groups of experts 
and \\Orking groups within the Council. Delays are inevitable. Infonnation 
supplied at the outset l::lecares overtaken by events and the difficulties are 
catpOUilded. Then Member States require unaniirous decisions, and one or other 
of them blocks progress until a ccrcpranise is agreed, evf'..n if the other nine are 
clear about the Carmunity interests. 
If the Carrmunity is to serve the purpose of enabling furope to win the 
technological race, its decision-taking procedures nu.st be streamlined. The 
Camri.ssion can play its part by :inq;>roving its functional accounting system, so 
that decisions as to whether to proceed by direct, indirect, or concerted 
action can be taken on the basis of ocrrparable financial, as ~11 as 
scientific, information. However, the main responsibility lies with the 
Council, or rather with the MaiDer States. Recognition of the o:::mron goals 
nu.st lead to recognition of lnv to attain them. Sare sacrifice of independent 
decision-taking is inherent in sharing costs and sharing benefits • .Accord~ly, 
the Council is called upon to review and streamline its decision-making 
procedures relating to research and technological co-operation. 
Praninence is given to the role of small and Iredium-sized enterprises. They 
are the sector of the European econany which is creating n:ost of the new jabs. 
The Ccmnission is called upon to n:onitor n:ore closely the effects of all 
Carrmmity neasures on these enterprises and apply the teclmiques of 
cost-benefit analysis for this purpose. Thus, for example, neasures which 
regulate business affairs should not impose burdens which outweigh the 
benefits. 
Focxl Aid 
Focxi aid was one of the major issues in the refusal of discharge for 1982. 
During recent n:onths, alnost every Camumity citizen has witnessed the tragedy 
of famine in Africa. Now is the tiire to identify the causes of weakness in the 
Cmm.mi ty' s capacity to provide aid where and when it is needed. 
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The first problem identified is that the food aid budget is used to purchase 
EAGGF interyention stocks at artificially high prices. This limits the anoont 
of food aid which can be distributed. For nonths, people have been contrasting 
Europe's food nountains with the smaller, although substantial, quantities 
being delivered to the hungr:y in Africa. It has been explained that the stocks 
are in the ownership of the Mather States and that there is insufficient noney 
in the Ccmmmity budget to buy nore of than. Not enough attention has been 
given to the equally relevant question of the price set for such purchases. 
The Ccmn:ission is called upon to analyse the real value of intervention stocks, 
bearing in mind the fall of world prices which would occur if larger quantities 
were released onto world markets, the cost of storage and the size of the 
stocks. There are two possible ways by which the prices might then be fixed. 
The first is to use the analysis in order to set realistic marginal costs for 
the intervention stocks. The second is even nore radical. It is to enable the 
Directorate General responsible for food aid to make its purchases wherever 
they can be bought nost cheaply. Thus, the needs of the recipient countries 
oould be met in the nost effective way, and the price charged to the food aid 
budget would be a realistic market value. 
The analysis and the subsequent decision-taking procedure will take t.ine. 
Meanwhile, millions nore die of hunger. The Conmission has much nore 
flexibility when dealing with emergency food aid than with the regular annual 
progranme. It should consider taking steps, as an urgent interim measure, to 
make EAGGF stocks available for use as erergency food aid at reduced values. 
The Carmuni.ty must derronstrate its capacity to cut through red tape and deliver 
its aid whenever and wherever it is needed. 
It is essential that food aid fonns part of a wider policy to encourage 
agricultural prcx:luction in countries which suffer fran food shortage. 
C'..at1TO.mi ty surpluses should not be used in ways which undercut local markets and 
thus deprive Third World fanners of the incentive to produce. Similarly, they 
should not be dunped on the world market in ways which depress the prices of 
major cash crops exported by developing countries. The Ccmnunity nust be a 
responsible trading partner. otherwise it will simply irrpoverish these 
countries with its agricultural policies and face a bigger task with its food 
aid policy. 
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'!be Council adopted the present fr~rk regulation for food aid (3331/82) in 
December 1982, after unilaterally abandoning the conciliation procedure~ The 
regulation has led to the Council overriding budgetary decisions on food aid by 
'k>re restrictive quantitative limits. This is a :fundairental breach of the 
'Joint Declaration of 30th June 1982. Regulation. 3331/82 also attenuates the 
decision making procedure in such a way as to delay implementation of the 
annual food aid progranne. Thus it is unsound. in principle and in practice. 
The Ccmn:i.ssion are recamended to propose a neN frana-JOrk regulation. 
The next problan is that there are only 8 officials whose duties are 
exclusively ooncerned with food aid. About an equal ntmi:ler include as~ o~ 
food aid as part of their duties. No other intemational organisation w:>uld 
atte!Tpt to inpletent a progranne of this size with such a small staff. The 
problan is exacerbated by a division of responsibilities bebNeen the 
Develqmant Directorate-General, which is responsible for where and when the 
food aid is despatched, and the Agricultural Directorate-General, which is 
responsible for deteJ::mining the sources of supply and dealing with the 
nobilisation aspects. It is essential that the camti.ssion remedies this lack 
of staff and also it is proposed that the Developnent Directorate-General 
should assune oore of the responsibilities. 
Whilst all these changes would ilrprove the speed and efficiency of Camuni.ty 
food aid, there would still be an inportant delay in using the budgetary 
appropriations. This is because harvest takes place as late as November in 
sate of the recipient countries. 
It is only after the harvest that decisions about the need for food aid can be 
taken. At present the allocation is made out of the current year's prograrcme, 
even though it cannot be delivered until the following year. The camri.ssion 'is 
called upon to provide a food aid t:i.netable. It would show for each recipient 
country the oonths of the annual harvest, the rronth when the Camri.ssion "is 
. 
nonnally able to assess the need of food aid and the rronths when delivecy 'is 
rrost appropriate. The ccmnission is asked to draw the necessary budgetacy and 
programn:i.ng oonclusions, so that food aid is delivered in the year for which 
the budgetary appropriations were granted. 
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Transport of food aid is arranged by the MeiY.ber State which is supplying t.he 4 
food fran its intervention stock. Transport costs are not shown separately and 
there are many catplaints about reliability and speed of delivery. The 
canni.ssion is called upon to take action to ensure that transport costs are 
shown separately and it is recxmnended to analyse the costs arrl benefits of 
undertaking mre of the transport management itself. 
A further cxuplaint about the interventioo agencies of the MBl'tler States is 
that certain shiptents of food, sent as Ccmtunity food aid, have been found to 
be unfit or of poor quality. In 1983 the Catmission used only 0.1 MEOJ of the 
1.5 MB:lJ available in the budget for quality control. In future it should make 
a major effort to ensure systematic quality control. 
Co-operation with developing countries 
The main ann of the cammrl.ty develqment policy is the EUropean Developrent 
Fund, negotiated in the context of the rate agreE!l1Eilt. A separate discharge is 
granted in respect of the EDF and so cutm::at in this paper is reserved for 
those subjects which are part of the camunity budget. 
Sane of the world's poorest countries are in Asia. It is inp:>rtant that 
carmuni.ty aid reaches them. However, of the 25 mn-associated countries in 
which the Camunity finances projects, the Ccmnission is represented in only 
four, three of them in Asia. It is a major handicap in the identification, 
appraisal and follow-up of projects that the Ccmnission relies on various 
oonsultants. The Court of Auditors showed that this system has often given poor 
value for noney, with the quality of the \\Urk being inconsistent. The 
Ccmn:ission should consider whether pennanent representation would be nore 
appropriate in several of these countries. It should also review its present 
arrangE!I'leilts regarding the euploynent of consultants and ensure stricter 
supervision. 
The rate of take-up of the aid provided under the protocol with the Maghreb 
countries is amazingly low. The Court of Auditors in its annual report, 
identifies a nuni:>er of the causes. The Ccmn:i.ssion should investigate the 
situation and remedy these prcblans. The Ccmtuni.ty has inp:>rtant and 
traditional relations with the Maghreb countries, which will cane under strain 
through the accession of Spain and Portugal, who are trade CCJ11?etitors. 
Everything possible should be done to soooth oor relations at this difficult 
time. 
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'ltle Catl:tlission is called upon to make available to the Court of Auditors its 
files relating to about 1.30 trade pratotion projects. In its annual report the 
Court of At'tditors observes that it was not given access to these files. The 
Ccmnission was strangely silent in its replies to the Court's d:>sexvations. A 
similar reluctance to ccmrent was noted by the Rapporteur in other sectors. It 
must be asst:m::!d that in each such case the Camd.ssion accepts the Court • s 
criticism in full. However, in this case, further action is required. The 
files must be made available during the 1984 audit. 
Oammission Staff and Administration 
The Cam\ission is tl1e executive ann of the Commm.ity. The cx:mnitmant of many 
Catmission officials to their work is often greatly underestimated. The 
working d.ocunent on staff, operating expenditure and premises of the Camdssion 
prepared by the Rapporteur, gives illustrations of this cc:mn:i. trrent. 
The central problem for the budgetary authority is to decide how many staff to 
allaN to the Camrl.ssion. The Council has a standard annual response. Except 
where new staff are made essential by the accession of new ~ States, the 
Council sinpl y refuses all requests for new posts and tells the Camdssian to 
meet its needs by redeployment. The Parliaxrent attercpts a rational analysis 
but eventually has to take arbitrary decisions because there are no neans of 
neasuring workloads. Within the Canmissian, there are signs that rigidity is 
rrore camon than flexibility. 'Ibis is also directly attributable to the lack 
of any adequate netb:Jd of assessing \\Urkloads and the oonsequent lack of 
operational criteria for determining the posts required. 
In a camercial environment, it is usually possible to find quantitative 
criteria. It is far nore difficult to do so in the ~lie service. HcMever, 
the need for an objective nethod is clear and there are those in Europe and 
Arrerica who have sought to m9et it. The Oammission should search for the best 
possible oonsultants to help them in the task of fonnulating nethods of 
assessrrent and operational criteria. 
While new nethods are being evolved, there are innediate problems. The 
Camtission' s Prograrrrre for 1985 sets out roves in the right direction. It 
should be :inplarented without delay. The lack of staff dealing with food aid 
has been n:entioned earlier. There is, lnJever, a nore general question about 
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staff levels in the wtx:>le of the Directorate-General for Develqm:mt. The 4 
carmission is recatm:mded to conduct an urgent assessment of the staff levels 
in this DG by reference to staff levels in other aid administrations and other 
carmission departnents. If, as seems likely, there is an overall need of staff 
in this DG, it should be net. It is one of the few ares of Ccmnissian 
administration where the Catmmi.ty has the opportunity to conduct the day to 
day execution of policy. In m:>st other areas, it is left to agencies in the 
Member States. For that reason, it is particularly significant that the 
cannission should not prejudice its operations by staff shortages in this 
important area. 
In many fields, Catm.mity action is in its infancy. There is no m:>ney in the 
budget for substantial activity. In sane of these fields there are, however, 
pilot programnes. The purpose of these is to enable a few innovatmy sche!res 
to be started and the experience gained to be shared anong the Member States. 
Similarly, there are various provisions in the budget for studies. SCire 
studies are intended to provide expert advice to the Ccmnission in carrying out 
its "WOrk. Others are undertaken for exactly the same purpose as the pilot 
programres, n.axrely to gather infon:nation and experience at camtunity level and 
then disseminate it to the Ment>er States. 
As the "WOrking doctment illustrates, far too few of the results of either pilot 
prograrnnes or studies are published. M:>re use should be made of them to bring 
the camuni ty dinension into the fo+llUlation of policy at Member State level. 
The Ccmnission is called upon to conduct a radical reappraisal of its policies 
l:xYth on studies and on pilot projects, so that the results can be m:>re widely 
known and have greater influence. 
An aspect of cannission administration which recurs in all the sectors of the 
budget relates to contracts. Too few contracts are placed by coopetitive 
tendering. Perhaps even nore important, the Camrl.ssion should introduce 
systematic evaluation of the perfonnance of contractors. If contracts are to 
be handled in the m:>st effective way, one of the Camrl.ssion' s services should 
be responsible for co-ordinating practice and for disseminating the lessons of 
experience. 
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t Institutions other than the Ccmni.ssion 
Although the Ccmnission has nnre administrative staff than all the other 
Ccmnuni.ty institutions put together, the budgets of the other instituti.ons are 
substantial. The Court of Auditors has a particularly inportant role in this 
sector, because any organisation tends to be slack in its intexnal use of 
resources if it is not subjected to either oc:m:tP..rcial pressures or external 
criticism. The work of the Court has made a constructive contribution to the 
management of administrative expeOOi.ture. 
'lhi.s year, the position of the financial controller in each of the institutions 
is highlighted. It is inportant that each institution creates the conditions 
needed to ensure that the financial controller is able to work independently 
and efficiently. His independence vis A vis the other services of the 
institution needs to be guaranteed. 
Several of the oc.mrents relating to the Ccmnission' s administration apply also 
to the other institutions. '!heir attention is being drawn to the cc::mtents made 
in the resolution which may also affect them and their response is being 
invited. 
European schools 
The Court of Auditors makes a separate annual report on the European Schools. 
The latest is for the 1982 financial year. It raises a nmber of inportant 
questions regarding the employnent of teachers at these schools, which require 
nore investigation. The Budgetary Control Ccmnittee will make a further report 
on the control of the subsidy to the European Schools. 
Borrowing and leniiii;g 
The European Investrcent Bank is oot a Camuni ty institution, in the strict 
sense. It is controlled by a Board of Governors and its operations with the 
m:>ney which it raises directly and without the intervention of the Camlun:ity is 
totally outside Parliarrentary oontrol. The Parlianent is, of course, 
interested to receive a regular flow of infonnation and maetings take place at 
least once a year between the President of the European Investnent Bank and the 
Ccmnittee on Budgetary Control. 
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Sate of the European Investrrent Bank's activities, hoNever, are in execution of 
a mandate fran the camri.ssion. These relate particularly to the New Camuni.ty 
Inst:runent and to loans granted under the Ellrq)ean Developtent Fund. In 
respect of these matters, the camri.ssion and the Bank are asked to ensure that 
nnre c:xJ'II)rehensive infonnation is provided, so as to pemi.t evaluation, in the 
framework of Parlianentary supervision, of the financial risk and econani.c 
i.Irplications. An :i.nportant aspect is to ensure that camunity priorities are 
observed. 
Attention is drawn to the inportance of snall and nedi'l.ml-sized undertakings in 
connection with the New camunity Instnment. There is a vigorous danand for 
the nnney made available through this scheme. Just as these enterprises are 
particularly successful in creating new jobs, the service sector creates 
approximately ten ti:Itvas as many jobs as new investment in manufacturing. It is 
recamended that the future lending policy of the New Ccmrunity Instrtment for 
small and nedium-sized enterprises should exterd to tourism, which creates ew.n 
nnre jobs that the service sector as a whole. 
The Court of Auditors 
The work of discharge depends, to a very large extent, on the thoroughness of 
the investigation conducted by the Court of Auditors and the clarity with ,mj_ch 
they express their conclusions. This year two suggestions are made which would 
help to improve the presentation. 
The first is to split the present volme of the Official Journal, which 
contains the Court of Auditors' report and the replies of the institutions, 
into two parts. Too many people look at the Court's criticisms without reading 
the replies of the institutions. There is wide a.greemant that the present 
fonnat is not convenient because the replies may not be noticed and it involves 
turning pages frequently. The fo:rner presentation of a reply .i.mrediately 
following the criticism to which it related had much to recatm:md it. HaYever, 
it broke the continuity of the Court's observations and neant none of the 
docum:mt could be printed until the Court had made its final anendments. 
Another suggested option is to use facing pages or columns. This would waste 
space where the two \'Jere of unequal length and have the sane disadvantage of 
delaying printing. 
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Hence the solution proposed is to publish in two parts. Each \\10\lld need to be 
clearly marked on the front cover with a reference to the other part. The fact 
that there is another vol\ll'le of the sane report would bring the existenue of 
the replies nore clearly to the reader's attention. It \\10\lld facilitate the 
c::x:nparison of observation and reply because they can be open alongside each 
other. This solution also has the advantage that the replies of the 
institutions can be printed while the Court makes its final aJ'l'endrcents in 
response to them. The discharge t.iltetable is a tight one and the gain of a few 
extra days would be useful. 
The second proposal is to achieve a clearer sense of priorities in the annual 
report. It is proposed that the Court should provide three lists in chapter 
one. The first \\10\lld list tb:>se of the Court's suggestions which 'WOUld result 
in a potential saving of 50 MEL'U or nore. The second \\10\lld list suggestions of 
equivalent importance but where the potential savings are tmquantifiable. The 
third \\10\lld list what the Court considered to be its five principal findings 
for the year under review. 
The Court of Auditors is also invited to consider other ways in which greater 
differentiation could be shown between matters of greater or lesser value and 
importance. Satet.iltes matters involving small sums and no great issues of 
principle occupy al.m:>st as nuch space as those involving huge sums or important 
principles. SUch relatively minor matters should be relegated to an exchange 
of correspondence between the Court and the institution involved. 
Working docl.ments 
While the explanatory statem:mt is the responsibility of the General Rapporteur 
for discharge, a vast anount of work is perfonted by sub-rapporteurs, who 
prepare working docunents on specific sectors. An understanding of the ~ion 
for Resolution \\10\lld be incx::uplete without reference to these working 
docl.ments. FurtheJ::nore, the CCmn:ittee on Budgetary Control has drawn upon the 
expertise of eight of the Parlianent' s specialist ccmnittees, who have 
delivered opinions. Much of the work of these CCmn:ittees is also reflected in 
the r.t:>tion for Resolution. 
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IIrplarentation 
The background of a refusal of discharge in 1982 makes it all the nore 
important to ensure that the cc:mrents fo:trning part of the discharge decision 
are fully i.nplarented. For that reason, ooth the Ccmnission and the Council 
are being asked to report in writing on the neasures taken. The first stage 
\<llO\lld be an interim report before 30th Sept:ertiJer, 1985 and the second a report 
annexed to the revenue and expenditure aCCCAlilt for the 1985 financial year. 
The Court of Auditors is requested to report on the neasures taken in the light 
of this resolution in their next annual report. An appraisal will be conducted 
on the basis of these reports and Parliament will be invited to cc:mrent by 
resolutions at the interim and final stages. 
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